


The Enlightened Zagger is deliberately swimming against a prevailing 
cultural current or trend. It is not behaving as a Missionary, in the 
sense that it does not claim to have any sense of higher moral 
purpose or stature here; it is simply holding up an attitude or 
behaviour that the rest of the category seems to accept, and 
provoking us to see it as the BS it in reality is.

Today we are not short of lifestyle imperatives that we feel we ought 
to follow; we live immersed in a media culture constantly showing 
us how we ought and ought not to live our lives, what we ought to 
do more and less of, what is in and what is out. We have television 
celebrities, lifestyle gurus and Instagram influencers, the twin 
tyrannies of cool and productivity, the social prescription of being 
always this and never that – and an astonishing amount of the world 
around us seems to fall for it all. But not the Enlightened Zagger.

Take fitness. Many of the prevailing cultural trends around fitness 
focus either on extremes or display. Tough Mudder famously 
dramatised a new level of fitness commitment in its first event in 
Allentown, Pennsylvania, when it demanded its initial Mudders use 
600 bales of flaming hay as a finish line. CrossFit gyms train you to 
compete in the CrossFit Games, whose winners, they will tell you, 
are the ‘fittest’ men and women on earth. Orangetheory and F45 
both put your heart rate and calorie burn on display for everyone 
else in the workout to see and compare against. And Instagram 
and reality TV are parades of sculpted physiques that we are invited 
to see as a normal aspiration. So one could be forgiven for feeling 
that uncompromising commitment and comparative display were 
the new rules of success when you hit the gym.
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Unless you are Planet Fitness. A chain of 1,600 fitness centres in 
the US, Canada, Mexico and Puerto Rico. Planet Fitness challenges 
judgementalism in fitness and exercise – any unnecessary posturing 
or critique by the very toned or muscular that might be off-putting to 
the new and occasional gym-goers that are this challenger’s target. 
As part of making its gyms a “Judgement Free Zone” for its users, 
Planet Fitness characterises the key offenders as ‘Lunks’ – typically 
a more ripped group of men or women showing off about the weight 
they can lift or press, grunting their way through their workout. The 
brand dramatises its own anti-lunk commitment by installing a ‘Lunk 
Alarm’ in each of its gyms, a purple panel with a blue flashing light 
pressed when the gym manager sees lunk behaviour they want 
stopped. Noisy display may be the way the exercise world outside is 
going, but the citizens of Planet Fitness are calling it out as nonsense 
that has no place in their gyms; they see a more enlightened way 
to get fit. And enlightened does not have to mean earnest.

In a world characterised by Always On, the drive for greater 
productivity and ‘more is better’, the Enlightened Zagger often 
promotes the virtues of ‘slow’ (slow journalism, slow fashion), 
of simplicity and reduction (KonMari, and a slew of apps that help us 
voluntarily restrict our screen time), or the surprising benefits of less 
(the Four-Hour Work Week). And the opportunity for the Enlightened 
Zagger here is not just to embrace the opposite, but to give a culture 
and drama to what they are doing, and create an alternative aspiration 
of their own; an aspiration that often lies in defending values now 
seemingly lost in a wave of change.

A Summary of this Narrative

y
Core Strategic Thought: 
The enlightened brand deliberately swimming against the prevailing 
cultural or category tide.

y
What is it challenging? 
A prevailing and commonly/unthinkingly accepted aspect 
of contemporary culture.

y
Why does its consumer respond to it? 
Through being provoked and stimulated by the surprising 
or contrarian stance the challenger takes.




